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A HAPPIER AND HEALTHIER
WORKFORCE MEANS HIGHER
ENGAGEMENT, CONTRIBUTION
& PRODUCTIVITY.

The cost of absenteeism in Australia is estimated
at $7 billion each year, while presenteeism,
defined as not fully functioning at work because
of a medical condition, was recently estimated to
cost the economy more than $34 billion a year.
Along with the astounding numbers above, nearly
80% of workers today feel stress on the job, with
nearly half saying that they need help in learning
how to manage stress. 62% routinely find that
they end the day with work-related neck pain,
44% reported stressed out eyes, 38% complained
of hand pain and 34% had difficulty sleeping
because they were too stressed out.
Businesses are literally spending $30 billion per
year on lost workdays and employees are
suffering in overall reduced health! Stress in the
workplace is becoming so commonplace that you
can’t even turn the TV on without hearing a new
statistic. And here’s the thing, most employers
are struggling to find a solution that’s better than
adding fruit to the vending machines or free yoga
memberships at the local gym.
As an employer, you rely on people to keep your

Physical & Mental

WELLBEING

business running, therefore you need employees
to be healthy, happy and productive.
We offer a full range of workplace wellness
programs, seminars and workshops designed to
keep your workplace healthy and productive, and
we design our workshops with the stats in mind.
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What we

OFFER
Preliminary research shows that Australian
businesses lose over $6.5 billion each year by
failing to provide early intervention/treatment for
employees with mental health conditions. It is
clear that the cost of ignoring the problem is far
greater than the cost of developing and
implementing strategies to create a safe and
healthy workplace. We offer wellness programs
tailored specifically to your business. These
sessions are interactive and hands-on designed
for both men and women to reach their potential.

INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATIONS

GROUP WORKSHOP
SESSIONS
Group sessions (up to 20 people) are a relaxing
and proactive opportunity for staff to get involved
in wellbeing programs. We offer a vast array of
wellness programs, see next page for ideas,
however, these are completely customisable to
suit your staff and workplace climate.

TEAM STRATEGY
CONSULTATIONS
Your organisation's health begins with a vision. We

We work with individual staff members to prepare

work with you to create an overall vision & plan

a comprehensive plan to help them identify and

for your workplace that incorporates mindfulness

navigate the daily stresses of life. This includes

and wellbeing strategies. We’ll work to create a

routines and rituals to use and enjoy in and out of

plan that not only fits into the overall culture of

the office, mindfulness techniques to use

your business, but helps you map out a strategy

throughout the day, nutrition planning and goal

that will help your employees be more effective

setting. All plans include wellness consultations

and happy. Plans can include routine workshops

and health coaching to keep staff on target with

to stay ahead of stress and techniques that will

their goals.

support them both at work and in their home life.

Good work is
GOOD FOR YOU
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Workshop

"Global research has found that when employee health and

THEMES

wellness is managed well the percentage of engaged
employees increases from 7% to 55%."

PEAK PERFORMANCE

STRESS & CHANGE

We will teach you teams how to harness the various

Times of stress and periods of change are part and parcel of

neurotransmitters in the brain to bring about Peak

being in business. It’s how we deal with these moments that

Performance, especially those who work in stressful

really determine our success. In the fast-paced, ever-evolving

conditions. Through harnessing the relationship between

world we live in, the pressure to perform and achieve can be

aroma and the limbic system of the brain, we use a

overwhelming. Help equip your workforce with practical tools

combination of meditation and mindfulness techniques and

they can draw on to deal with the ups and downs of the

the power of Plant Botanicals / Essential Oils to enhance

corporate world. During this session your staff will learn:

physical and mental wellbeing. During this session your staff

tools to build resilience which will better equip them to

will learn:

navigate change

how to use meditation & mindfulness strategies to find

Aromatic tools and anchors to integrate into everyday life in

peace in a busy day

order to promote greater stability and a sense of calm.

the importance of balance and positive-wellbeing when

Practical tips to draw on for support when in the throes of a

working on high-stress projects

high pressure / stressful moment

EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

LOW-TOX LIVING

Support and enhance the emotional wellbeing of your

Are you wanting to minimise the exposure of chemicals and

employees by teaching them the ever-important tool of

toxins in the workplace? Or perhaps help to educate your staff

Emotional Intelligence. We teach your teams how to transition

on how to turn to more natural solutions? During this session

from one emotional state to another - effortlessly.

your staff will learn:

During this session your staff will learn:

about the dangers of chemicals and toxins around the

how to identify emotions - positive and negative

home and workplace

how essential oils work physiologically – what impact they

how to remove toxicity from their environment

have on the brain and all cells in our body

how to boost immunity and concentration.

strategies for dealing with the full spectrum of emotions

how to create natural cleaning products using essential oils

how to influence mood with scent and positive thinking

and natural products.

patterns

"Health and wellbeing programs help to
attract quality employees who value
personal health and wellbeing & assist in
retaining existing staff members."
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OFFERINGS

PRICING

Your Wellness Program is run through the interactive

Price packages start at $660 incl. GST for

modalities of your choice and could include combinations

90-min group workshops sessions (20 pax),

of the following:

however, a full quote will be provided upon

Meditation & Mindfulness
Yoga
Sound Bowl Healing
Essential Oil Education
Healthy Cooking Demonstrations & Nutrition
Vision Boarding & Journalling
Bootcamp Style Personal Training

request should you wish to customise your
programs.
All price packages include class materials
and supplies as well as ongoing training and
support as you implement new practices
and products into the workplace.

CONTACT US
Book your next wellness session!
We have a huge nationwide network of facilitators throughout
Australia so we’re able to provide wellness programs and
services to companies all across the country in both city and
regional areas.
Our facilitators are committed and passionate about health
and wellbeing, and have years of experience in their respective
fields.

Kelly de Martin
0422 908 256
kellypdemartin@gmail.com

Get in touch for a quote and to design a Wellness Program

www.kellydemartin.com

tailored to your company's needs. We guarantee you’ll receive

@glowandgrowwellness

the best quality sessions available.

Live and work at your

OPTIMAL LEVEL

GLOW & GROW

WELLNESS
"Mentally healthy workplaces are as important to Australian
employees as physically safe workplaces, however
workplaces are not meeting their expectations."
How can we work together to change this?
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